
TALC5-4 WORKSHOP 2 EMPOWERING 
EXPANATIONS FOR PERSISTENT OR 

FUNCTIONAL SYMPTOMS

a practical approach for Clinicians



Individually first……reflect on

Have you met patients who have
“persistent physical symptoms”
“Medically unexplained symptoms”...?

What kinds of problems have you encountered?
Then discuss this with a partner and make a brief notes to remind 
yourself of the issues that arise



So now make a list of….

What KNOWLEDGE you might like to improve on in this area?

What KNOW HOW you might need ie WHAT SKILLS do you need to 
learn or improve?



What are the professional VALUES that are most important in this 
area….



Rack your brains!

List all the possible terms that are in use in clinical practice that relate 
to patients who have persistent or so called “medically unexplained 
symptoms”



Did you get all of these?

Medically unexplained symptoms
Persistent physical symptoms
Chronic pain syndromes
Chronic pelvic pain
Somatisation
Functional symptoms
Symptoms with low probability of disease
Multiple physical symptoms
Bodily distress disorder



From Good Medical Practice

Good doctors work in partnership with patients …They treat each 
patient as an individual. They do their best to make sure all patients 
receive good care and treatment that will support them to live as well 
as possible, whatever their illness or disability.
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From Good Medical Practice

Good doctors work in partnership with patients …They treat each patient as 
an individual. They do their best to make sure all patients receive good care 
and treatment that will support them to live as well as possible, whatever 
their illness or disability.
You must support patients in caring for themselves to empower them to 
improve and maintain their health.
You must not refuse or delay treatment because you believe that a patient’s 
actions or lifestyle have contributed to their condition.

You must not unfairly discriminate against patients or colleagues by allowing 
your personal views to affect your professional relationships



Common functional somatic symptoms 
cluster together
Fibromyalgia
Fatigue syndromes
Somatic depression/anxiety
IBS
Tension headaches



What kind of symptoms do patients 
commonly experience?



What kind of symptoms do patients 
commonly experience?
Back/joint pain
Chronic pains
Headache
weakness/fatigue
Sleep disturbed
Poor concentration/thoughts slow/foggy
Appetite and weight changes
Chest pains/SOB/palpitations/dizziness
Lump in throat/abdo pains/ nausea/gas/bloating/loose bowels/constipation



In this presentation we will use the term 
Persistent Physical Symptoms
• Implies no blame
• Neutral
• Covers all syndromes
• Does not say “unexplained”….actually we know a lot about the factors 

that influence this now



With your colleague…take one task each

Person A Clinician
Silently write down all the different FEELINGS that you have experienced 
when looking after patients with Persistent Physical Symptoms…..

Person B Patient
You are a patient suffering from persistent physical symptoms that make life 
awful, but that no one seems to be able to help, or even take that seriously.
Silently write down all the different FEELINGS you, the patient, might have.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Could consider the feelings under the headings of BAD MAD SAD GLAD…..



Compare your lists of feelings….

Many similarities; feelings are catching in both directions!

(this is called Transference…if you want to know more see the note 
below or go to https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/advances-in-
psychiatric-treatment/article/transference-and-countertransference-in-
communication-between-doctor-and-
patient/34338CA8F62572B603E0012A45E5EFD7/core-reader)

Clinicians can end up sharing feelings of hopelessness with patients…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transference is “the unconscious assignment to others of feelings and attitudes that were originally associated with important figures” by the patient onto the doctor. Counter-transference is the doctor's reaction to this process and this can include erotic feelings.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/advances-in-psychiatric-treatment/article/transference-and-countertransference-in-communication-between-doctor-and-patient/34338CA8F62572B603E0012A45E5EFD7/core-reader


Useful working concepts

1)Symptoms with a low probability of disease…need absence of red 
flags or signs of recognised illness AND some positive pointers to a 
functional disorder. Some may develop disease over time (numbers 
vary could be  5 to 10% depending on the context).
2) Functional syndromes with symptoms that overlap and cluster 
together…IBS/Chronic pain syndromes/Atypical facial pain 
syndrome…all specialist clinics have these syndromes
3) Multiple Physical symptoms with distress, and which alter 
behaviour…impact on life/help seeking behaviour.



Clinicians tend to think patients want to be 
“cured” “fixed” or made completely better
Sounds challenging for clinicians?
Reflect with your partner about what it feels like when you feel that 
people want more than you can offer. When you feel they want a 
“cure” or a magic fix….



What do patients really want?

To be listened to (Active listening)
To be understood and accepted (empathy and relationship building 
skills)
To have someone who consistently cares for them over time 
CONTINUITY REALLY MATTERS HERE
To work with clinicians on what can be improved(negotiating skills)
To try things, review them and change them as needed
To have reasonable explanations



Explanations

We now know a lot about what factors tend to maintain persistent 
physical symptoms.
Even when the structures of the body are intact, they may be 
functioning in adverse ways that cause symptoms
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Explanations

We now know a lot about what factors tend to maintain persistent 
physical symptoms.
Even when the structures of the body are intact, they may be 
functioning in adverse ways that cause symptoms
Explanations about “psychology” are rarely helpful. Patients often feel 
this means that “its all in your head!” ie patients see psychological 
explanations as meaning “your suffering is not real”…..is insulting to 
patients struggling with pain or disability.
We will be returning to helpful explanations towards the end of this 
presentation



The context… see TALC5-4 WORKSHOP 1 EMPOWERING 
EXPLANATIONS  MENTAL HEALTH TRAUMA and the 
BRAINwhich covers this in detail
Interpersonal relationships both cause stresses and trauma AND RELEIVE 
stresses and trauma
Different patients experience attachment differently (see the Maunder and 
Hunter videos 
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=maunder+and+HUnter+m
en+in+plaid and their book Love Fear and Loss)
There are many brain body afferent and efferent connections that link to the 
brain stem ( basic fear and freeze) the mid brain(Fight Flight and 
exploration)and the cortex (seeking comfort)
See TALC5-4 WORKSHOP 1 EMPOWERING EXPLANATIONS  MENTAL HEALTH 
TRAUMA and the BRAIN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ec3AUMDjtKQ as to how trauma affects 
interpersonal perception and responses  

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=maunder+and+HUnter+men+in+plaid
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ec3AUMDjtKQ


More context…creating a therapeutic alliance
The skills of ADVANCED EMPATHY
HOLDING EMOTION THROUGH ATTENTIVE LISTENING
The GROW model and PHERMA model can help to mobilise approaches 
other than drugs/referral. 
The http://www.foundationforpositivementalhealth.com/ has useful 
resources for managing pain, sleep, and distress.
See Also the resources in TALC 
Module 2 SKILLS FOR BUILDING EFFECTIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Module 4 ESSENTIAL SKILLS FOR EFFECTIVE EXPLANATIONS AND PLANNING 
OF PERSONALISED CARE especially HOW CAN YOUR WORDS REALLY BE 
HEALING IN THEIR OWN RIGHT? and HOW TO CHANGE EVERYTHING BY 
USING THE SMALL WORDS SKILLFULLY AND BUT IF WHEN WHAT

http://www.foundationforpositivementalhealth.com/


Aetiology of persistent physical symptoms 

1)Autonomic imbalance….heartrate, gut motility, sleep, pain perception 
all affected in the insula of the cortex.
2)Chronic autonomic dysfunction affects the perception of 
pain…nerves and cortex become more sensitive…recognised clinically 
when there is Hyperalgesia ( heightened perception of painful 
stimuli…a small bruise feels very painful) or
Allodynia( non painful stimuli perceived as painful…eg a light stroke to 
the skin over the affected area is very painful)
Much of this is confirmed with recent neuroimaging



Aetiology of persistent physical symptoms 

3) The hypothalamic-pituitary axis also responds differently after 
prolonged stress and trauma ( even from early childhood) and this 
affects chronic fatigue syndromes, glucose metabolism, 
changed/increased inflammation, because of chronically raised steroid 
hormones.
4) Changes in inflammation and immunity have been recognised
5) PPS can understandably contribute to depression and anxiety. 
Depression and anxiety can also predispose to PPS



There is a brief animation that illustrates this 
here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQFLQNUVWrw
explains how the “body can keep the score”

And here is a useful infographic that shows the autonomic dysfunction 
in detail
https://www.curablehealth.com/blog/brain-infographic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQFLQNUVWrw
https://www.curablehealth.com/blog/brain-infographic


Further information

Read The Body Keeps the Score by Bessel Van Der Kolk
Parts of which are read on a YouTube audio here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyoadqKcOY4&list=PLlgY8tMTaQS
WwyU5SZoJeK0OV2qKyCfab audiobook version of the Body Keeps the 
Score for further reading…illuminates what happens after childhood 
abuse, exposure to threat such as abuse, rape, violence especially 
when those incidents happened when v young.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyoadqKcOY4&list=PLlgY8tMTaQSWwyU5SZoJeK0OV2qKyCfab


This part of the presentation is about 
DEVELOPING YOUR SKILLS
So that you have a wide repertoire of ways to respond to patients in 
general, and those with PPS in particular.
The skills considered are
1) Creating useful explanations
2) Using the Positive BATHE technique to instill hope and identify ways 

to move forwards.
3) Using the NURSE approach to help explore the emotions that 

people are experiencing in relation to their symptoms.



Creating useful explanations

Remember there is a literature on this. Every GP should at least read 
the ABC of Medically Unexplained Symptoms which is likely to be in 
your practice library. If not, why not suggest it?
This book has excellent information in small easily digested 

chapters….conflict of interest alert…Dr Danczak wrote one of the 
chapters.





Creating useful explanations 1

Principles
Refer to patients own experiences, concerns and ideas
Use your knowledge of physiology (eg that hyperventilation makes you 
feel light headed and why)
Use positive language to reinforce normal findings
Explain how “noticing” even normal things can lead to “being much 
more aware of the body” even when normal things are happening.
CHUNK AND CHECK response
ie use usual explanation principles



Creating useful explanations 2

Clinicians may use jargon words such as allodynia, or, hyperalgesia, and clearly explain 
these phenomena in simple language. This can help develop the understanding that not all 
hurt means harm. 
Naming experiences and feelings accurately (for example, hyperalgesia) and exploring 
their impact, can help patients to feel better understood. Clinicians should record the 
symptoms as well as accurately naming and empathising with the feelings that the 
symptoms cause).
Appropriate comparisons or metaphors including explanations of the effects of a vicious 
circle can also be helpful., hurt does not always mean harm.
A useful metaphor for chronic pain can be that of the body having hardware and software 
like a computer. The hardware may be intact as shown by normal “tests”. Things can still be 
going wrong with the “software”, which is the brain and the nerves throughout the body, 
which may become wrongly calibrated and then malfunction.  This is just like an intact 
computer, phone or tablet, which may still malfunction because the internet is not 
properly connected, or because an App doesn’t work properly.



use some of the patients words, explain what 
is happening in positive language
Patient
My heart feels like its pounding, 
even now as we sit here. I am 
worried that it could be serious
Findings. 28 year old fit young 
man, no comorbidity or FH. BP 
118/78 HR 80 SATS 100% Chest 
clear. Pulse increases normally 
after running on the spot  and 
settles rapidly to normal on 
sitting.



Approaches to explanations; use some of the 
patients words, explain what is happening in 
positive language
Patient
My heart feels like its 
pounding, even now as we 
sit here. I am worried that 
it could be serious
Findings. 28 year old fit 
young man, no 
comorbidity or FH. BP 
118/78 HR 80 SATS 100% 
Chest clear. Pulse increases 
normally after running on 
the spot  and settles 
rapidly to normal on 
sitting.

Explanation
CHUNK Your examination is entirely normal and your heart 
is responding in a healthy way. CHECK…what are your 
thoughts now? Then active listening
CHUNK We all notice our heartbeat to a varying 
degree…we notice it more after rushing upstairs for 
example. CHECK have you ever noticed your heart after 
exertion? Then active listening 
CHUNK Sometimes after we notice something we start 
looking out for it all the time. We can start to be aware of 
things that we didn’t notice before, including normal 
things. CHECK what is your response to that?
CHUNK Now you know your heart is  healthy, its safe to 
ignore the pounding.  You may need to practice reminding 
yourself that your heart is responding normally.



Tendency to dysfunctional breathing

Patient
I feel like my chest is tight and I 
cant breathe properly. Usually 
happening at rest, and feels a bit 
light headed.
Examination and PEFR normal.
See if sx reproduced if patient 
asked to “take 20 breaths as if you 
have run quickly upstairs”



Tendency to dysfunctional breathing

Patient; I feel like my 
chest is tight and I cant 
breathe properly. Usually 
happening at rest, and 
feels a bit light headed.
Examination and PEFR 
normal.
See if sx reproduced if 
patient asked to “take 20 
breaths as if you have run 
quickly upstairs”

Explanation; CHUNK In a Flight or fight situation 
the lungs have extra muscles to fill the lungs even 
fuller than normal. False alarms can happen 
though. Take a really deep breath in now, and then 
try to breathe in a bit extra… CHECK How does 
that feel? (often feels familiar)
CHUNK now breathe all the way out like a balloon 
when you let go the top. Now try a deep breath.
CHECK does that feel easier?
Usually if we are going to do something difficult or 
we are anxious we take in a big breath “just in 
case” which makes it harder to carry on breathing.



Tendency to dysfunctional breathing

Usually if we are going to do something difficult or we are anxious we 
take in a big breath “just in case” which makes it harder to carry on 
breathing.
Try this instead…its what athletes and singers do;
Breathe all the way out first (demonstrate yourself)
Then let the air come in naturally. The body will take what it needs. 
CHECK  How did it feel to breathe in after breathing all the way out? 
Easier?



IBS

Patient has been diagnosed with 
IBS at clinic. All IX normal. Still 
gets abdo cramps and loose 
bowels or constipation alternately.
Getting anxious that she may 
need the loo too urgently while 
out, so not going out and staying 
off work at times

• Next slide…..



IBS

Patient has been 
diagnosed with IBS at 
clinic. All IX normal. 
Still gets abdo cramps 
and loose bowels or 
constipation 
alternately.
Getting anxious that 
she may need the loo 
too urgently while 
out, so not going out 
and staying off work 
at times

YOUR TASK using
positive language about the investigations
Empathy with her fear of incontinence
How we can get sensitised to normal sensations
How the bowel naturally tenses and releases and that this 
can be smoothed and made more rhythmical with dietary 
adjustments/ mild bowel calming drugs

When you have worked out some good forms of words, 
practice the skill of positive explaining with your colleague, 
making sure to CHUNK your explanation and CHECK 
responses so that it goes in small digestible stages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See what I did there with the gastro case…easily digestible…..



Developing the therapeutic alliance; the 
NURSE method
This is an enhanced listening tool to help empathic communication and 
build the relationship. Listening empathically means noticing clues 
about emotional states in ALL stages of the consultation



NURSE….

Name or mirror the emotion, using a phrase like “its sound as if you 
feel….” Worth subtly mirroring posture of you and patient too
Understand the emotion. How did it come about? What does it mean 
to the speaker? How questions are easier to answer than Why 
questions
Respect the speaker. Acknowledge and accept their emotions non-
judgementally. (remember last weeks holding skills?)
Support the patient using powerful words, building hope and focussing  
on what is strong, rather than what is wrong
Explore emotions further as needed.



TASK

• Take turns to be the speaker or the listener. The listener should use 
the checklist on the next slide/the one that was emailed to you

• The speaker should describe the most stressful experience they had 
in the week before this session

• The listener should use the NURSE approach to try and fully 
understand the emotions of the speaker…what did it feel like to be 
them? Make sure the speaker hears their feelings reflected back to 
them.



Skill required Observed? Notes

Name of clinician

NAME the emotion

UNDERSTAND the emotion

RESPECT the speaker

SUPPORT the speaker

EXPLORE emotions further if needed

EVEN BETTER IF….



NURSE

Finally reflect together on how it felt to be heard and accepted non 
judgementally.

When could you use this technique when consulting?



BATHE and POSITIVE BATHE summarised on 
next two slides
The BATHE method( Background, Affect, Troubling, Handling and EMPATHY 
THROUGHOUT the process) is discussed in TALC 4 ESSENTIAL SKILLS FOR 
EFFECTIVE EXPLANATIONS AND PLANNING OF PERSONALISED CARE, DO NON 
CLINICAL PROBLEMS TAKE UP YOUR CLINIC TIME? 

The POSITIVE BATHE can be particularly helpful for chronic problems, follow 
up, aiming for gradual incremental change. Helping people to notice things 
going OK, even small things, can give them hope ( “You did have a pain free 
hour last week…this shows that your pain can retreat at times…how could 
we create more of those conditions that gave you relief?”)
This is described in detail in TALC5 ADVANCED SKILLS FOR EFFECTIVE 
EXPLANATIONS AND PLANNING OF PERSONALISED CARE,  HOW TO ENJOY THOSE 
PATIENTS WITH REALLY LONG TERM PROBLEMS; THE POSITIVE BATHE METHOD.



BATHE your patient in empathy
B=Background Use active listening skills and empathy, show you understand their 
problem

A=Affecting the patient. What is the impact on them and others? Naming feelings 
accurately gives relief, demonstrates empathy throughout

T=what aspect is Troubling you the most? Brings focus to what is most important 
to the patient. Helps to prioritise actions, accompanied by empathy.

H=Handling how are you going to handle/tackle this? Mobilises the patient’s 
actions. exploring patient’s ideas about first steps can be done as homework after.

E=Empathy. The clinician responds to experiences, feelings and relationship 
building elements throughout the BATHE conversation, this creates more energy 
than sticking to the “thinking”. 



POSITIVE BATHE; feedback with active listening 
and positive empathy throughout the process.
B Is for what is the Best thing that has happened this week/since we met?
A is for Affect. What was that like? How did that feel? How can you account 
for that? How did it happen?
T is for Thankfulness. What are you most grateful for at the moment?
H is for Happen. How could you make those things happen more 

often/more regularly?
E is for Empathise/empowerment. Give positive regard to what has been 
achieved. “It is great you have managed to stay at work in spite of the 
difficulties”, or “I think the plan you have mentioned sounds really good and I 
am sure you will find a way to do it”



TASK

Take turns as before
Listener…Use the guidance from the Positive BATHE slides.
Ask the speaker to start by telling you what was the best thing that 
happened AT WORK last week
SPEAKER.. respond to the listeners approach using the positibe BATHE 
approach.



POSITIVE BATHE

Reflect on the empathy shown…what did it feel like for positive things 
to be raised?

What was it like to think about things you feel grateful for?

Were there any “Even better if “ bits of feedback you could give your 
colleague?



Final tasks

Write down the things that you have learned today…the things you will 
be applying in practice.

. 
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